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PROPOSED SAFE VEHICLES RULE UPDATE  

 
Proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule Moves One Step Closer to Finalization 
With submission to the federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in May 2019, the 

proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule moved one step closer to finalization.  This is one of the last steps 

in the federal rule making process.  OMB is the agency responsible for regulatory policy, 

including coordination and review of all significant Federal regulations by executive agencies.  

The OMB review averages approximately 90-days before final rule making; although, it is 

possible that the review move faster or slower than 90-days.  Under this schedule, as previously 

stated by U.S. EPA Administrator Wheeler, the final SAFE Vehicles Rule is currently anticipated 

early Summer 2019. 

 

17 Major Automakers Urge NHTSA/EPA & Governor Newsom to Find Middle Ground 
Seventeen automakers sent a letter (attachment 1) to President Trump expressing the auto 

industry’s opposition to the proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule.  The carmakers called on U.S. EPA 

and U.S. DOT to jointly promulgate a final rule that results in broad support, arguing it would 

provide stability and increased affordability by allowing the industry to proceed without fear of 

litigation – note, ARB is on record stating they will litigate the final rule.  The letter urged 

President Trump to resume negotiations with the California Air Resources Board.  A similar 

letter was sent to Governor Newsom as well. 

 

The Trump administration rejected the automakers pleas.  White House Deputy Press Secretary 

Judd Deere said Friday that ARB had failed to propose a “productive alternative” to the 

administration’s plan to ease requirements for tailpipe emissions and fuel economy standards. 

“We [the federal government] are moving forward to finalize a rule with the goal of promoting 

safer, cleaner, and more affordable vehicles,” Deere said in a statement. 

 

Transportation California and California Laborers Join the Opposition 
On June 12, 2019, Transportation California in coordination with 14 industries representing 

labor and trade organizations.  Please see attached letter (attachment 2). 

 

CALCOG Pens Letter to Secretary Chao and Administrator Wheeler 
 

CALCOG on behalf of impacted regions statewide submitted the attached letter and project list 

(attachment 3) to highlight the proposed rule’s impacts on transportation throughout the state.  

As the letter states, the proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule, hampers the ability of California’s 

transportation agencies to deliver approximately 2,000 projects totaling more than $130 billion. 

These projects support a robust state economy and create important middle-class jobs. In 

addition, the proposed rule would interfere with California’s ability to deliver improved goods 

movement infrastructure that serves the entire nation. Other important goals—such as  
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congestion relief, transportation system reliability, public health, housing, environmental 

sustainability, and equity—also would be significantly compromised for as much as 93 percent 

of the state’s population. 

 

CARB Pens Transportation Impact Comment Letter 
In August 2018, ARB submitted 400 pages of comments on the proposed rulemaking.  Although 

robust in nature, that submission include only a handful of pages documenting the 

transportation related impacts of the proposed rule.  ARB has since submitted a supplemental 

comment letter focused primarily on the rules impacts to transportation project delivery.  

Please see attachment 4 for additional information. 

 

Joint House Subcommittee on Energy and Commerce and Subcommittee on Environment and 

Climate Change Hearing Set for June 20, 2019 at 10 a.m. EST (7:00 a.m. PST) 

The Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Commerce and the Subcommittee on 

Environment and Climate Change of the Committee on Energy and Commerce will hold a joint 

hearing on Thursday, June 20, 2019, at 10 a.m. in the John D. Dingell Room, 2123 of the 

Rayburn House Office Building on the Trump Administration’s efforts to roll back Corporate 

Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards and carbon pollution regulations from light duty cars 

and trucks. The hearing is entitled, "Driving in Reverse: The Administration’s Rollback of Fuel 

Economy and Clean Car Standards."  

 

The memorandum from Chairman Pallone to Joint Subcommittee members can be found here. 

https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/docum

ents/Briefing%20Memo_ECCCPC%20Hearing_2019.06.20_Vehicle%20Standards%20Rollback_Fi

nal.pdf 

 

For those interested, the hearing can be viewed here: 

https://energycommerce.house.gov/committee-activity/hearings/hearing-on-driving-in-

reverse-the-administration-s-rollback-of-fuel 
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June 6, 2019 
 
 
 
The Honorable Donald J. Trump 
President of the United States 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C.  20500 
 
Dear Mr. President: 
 
Thank you for your efforts to support a vibrant and competitive auto industry in the United States 
by reopening the midterm evaluation for the CAFE and Greenhouse Gas rulemaking.  Without 
question, market conditions have changed materially since 2011.  Relative to expectations, fuel 
prices are far lower, consumers are buying more SUVs and pickups, and the adoption rate of 
alternative powertrain vehicles has been slower than anticipated.  Thus, your decision to review 
and update future auto standards was the proper choice. 
 
As you know from many conversations with us and others in the auto sector, the question of the 
right level of regulation is complex.  What works best for consumers, communities, and the 
millions of U.S. employees that work in the auto industry is one national standard that is practical, 
achievable, and consistent across the 50 states.  In addition, our customers expect continuous 
improvements in safety, efficiency, and capability.  For these reasons, we support a unified 
standard that both achieves year-over-year improvements in fuel economy and facilitates the 
adoption of vehicles with alternative powertrains.   
 
We strongly believe the best path to preserve good auto jobs and keep new vehicles affordable for 
more Americans is a final rule supported by all parties—including California.  Such a final rule 
would provide the necessary structure and compliance tools to achieve annual fuel economy 
improvements midway between the existing standards and the preferred path outlined by your 
Administration last summer.  The final rule would cover model years 2021-2026 and include 
flexibilities that promote advanced technology for the sake of long-term environmental gains and 
U.S. global competitiveness.  We encourage both the federal government and California to resume 
discussions and to remain open to regulatory adjustments that provide the flexibility needed to 
meet future environmental goals and respond to consumer needs. 
 
For our companies, a broadly supported final rule would provide regulatory certainty and enhance 
our ability to invest and innovate by avoiding an extended period of litigation and instability, which 
could prove as untenable as the current program.  This would also preserve vehicle affordability 
and help advance our shared national interest in America’s manufacturing and innovation 
leadership.   
 
Striking the proper balance will not be easy, but we know with your leadership it can happen.  We 
are eager to work with you to advance this outcome and strengthen our economy and technological 
leadership.  
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Once again, thank you for all you have done for our industry and your commitment to maintain 
our country’s role as an automotive leader, bolster the U.S. economy, and support American 
workers and their families.  
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
Aston Martin Lagonda, Ltd. 

BMW North America 

Ford Motor Company 

General Motors Company 

Honda North America, Inc. 

Hyundai Motor America 

Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC  

Kia Motors America 

Mazda North American Operations 

Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC 

Mitsubishi Motors North America, Inc. 

Nissan North America, Inc. 

Porsche Cars North America, Inc. 

Subaru of America, Inc. 

Toyota Motor North America, Inc. 

Volkswagen Group of America 

Volvo Car Corporation 

 

 
 
CC:  The Honorable Elaine L. Chao, Secretary of Transportation  

The Honorable Andrew Wheeler, Administrator U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  
The Honorable Lawrence Kudlow, Director National Economic Council  
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June 6, 2019 

 

 

 

The Honorable Gavin Newsom 

Governor 

State of California 

State Capitol 

Sacramento, CA  95814 

 

Dear Governor Newsom: 

 

We are writing with a desire to resurrect discussions on light-duty vehicle greenhouse gas 

standards.  We also have written President Trump.   

 

California has a long-standing history of promoting automotive innovation and environmental 

leadership.  Our companies collectively have a significant presence in your state, with 

headquarters, research and testing facilities, and distribution hubs, including port operations.  For 

many years, we have collaborated with the Air Resources Board to produce cleaner and greener 

vehicles—including building the nation’s most robust plug-in and fuel cell electric vehicle 

market—and we share a commitment to continued reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

As you know, both California and the federal government played an instrumental role in 

establishing the One National Program, which has produced significant greenhouse gas emission 

and criteria pollutant reductions.   

 

It is our view that the best way to ensure continued success is a final rule supported by all parties—

including California—that includes annual reductions in greenhouse gas emissions midway 

between the existing standards and the preferred path outlined in the recent Environmental 

Protection Agency proposal. The final rule would also include flexibilities that promote advanced 

technology for the sake of long-term environmental gains and U.S. global competitiveness.  This 

solution will yield greater nationwide greenhouse gas emission reductions than a bifurcated 

system.   

 

We urge both California and the federal government to resume discussions, because avoiding 

protracted litigation and uncertainty is good for all parties, including consumers, and for the 

environment.  We know that reaching an agreement has been challenging, but the stakes are too 

high and the benefits too important to accept the status quo.  Despite the status of discussions, we 

encourage both California and the federal government to remain open to regulatory adjustments 

that provide the flexibility needed to meet future environmental goals and respond to consumer 

needs.  For our companies, a broadly supported final rule would provide regulatory certainty and 

enhance our ability to invest and innovate by avoiding an extended period of litigation and 

instability, which could prove as untenable as the current program.   

 

Your leadership can help facilitate a resolution that achieves all of our collective goals. 
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We are committed to a common sense compromise and look forward to working with your team 

and the federal government to get this job done.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Aston Martin Lagonda, Ltd. 

BMW North America 

Ford Motor Company 

General Motors Company 

Honda North America, Inc. 

Hyundai Motor America 

Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC 

Kia Motors America 

Mazda North American Operations 

Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC  

Mitsubishi Motors North America, Inc. 

Nissan North America, Inc. 

Porsche Cars North America, Inc. 

Subaru of America, Inc. 

Toyota Motor North America, Inc. 

Volkswagen Group of America 

Volvo Car Corporation 

 

 

CC:    Xavier Becerra, Attorney General, State of California 

Mary Nichols, Chair, California Air Resources Board 
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June 12, 2019 
 
 
Honorable Members 
California Congressional Delegation 
Washington, D.C. 90510  
 
Re: Significant Negative Impacts to Transportation Funding and Projects from the Proposed Safer Affordable 

Fuel-Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule for Model Years 2021-2026 Passenger Cars and Light Trucks 
 
Dear Honorable Members,  
 
The undersigned businesses and organizations, representing the transportation industry and workforce that builds, 
repairs and maintains California’s statewide transportation system, write to convey our significant concerns with 
the proposed rulemaking which would rollback national fuel-efficiency standards and result in a wide variety of 
disastrous impacts in California and across the nation. The proposed rulemaking would put nearly 2,000 
transportation infrastructure improvement projects, totaling over $130 billion at risk of project delivery delays, or loss 
of funding in California and would have severe impacts on tens of thousands of well-paying construction jobs and the 
overall economy. If the rule were finalized in 2019, approximately $28 billion would be at risk in the first year alone. 
These impacts are in addition to the more obvious impacts such as increases in carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides 
emissions from less fuel-efficient vehicles (15 million metric tons by 2030 and 763 million more tons per year by 
2030, respectively) making our air dirtier and reducing quality of life in the Golden State.   
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Specifically, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) have proposed the Safer Affordable Fuel-Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule for Model Years 2021-2026 
Passenger Cars and Light Trucks to amend existing Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards and establish 
new standards for model years 2021 through 2026. If finalized, by changing the fundamental assumptions of 
vehicle fuel-efficiency, the SAFE Rule would invalidate California’s air quality emissions model (known as EMFAC) 
which is used by the State to meet the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) transportation planning 
requirements. Without a valid air quality conformity model, the State and regional transportation planning agencies 
in non-attainment areas would be unable to obtain federal approval or make modifications to specified 
transportation projects in the pipeline (see attached map for information on potentially impacted areas). While the 
State would endeavor to update the EMFAC model, the California process would take up to 12 months, and regions 
would also need another 1 to 2 years to complete air quality planning work necessary to obtain EPA approval 
before transportation projects could resume. 
 
While we understand the proposed rule is purported to save Americans $500 billion a year in societal costs, we are 
very troubled that EPA and NHTSA failed to include an analysis of the impacts the proposed rule would have on 
transportation projects, on well-paying construction jobs, and on small and disadvantaged businesses. Our analysis 
shows that it would put $130 billion in transportation funding at-risk in California alone. FHWA reports that every 
billion invested in transportation infrastructure supports 13,000 jobs. Should the rule become final, tens of 
thousands of jobs will be impacted in California. Moreover, should fuel-efficiency of our passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks decrease, construction workers and the businesses that employ them will experience increased 
costs due to paying more at the pump. We are also very concerned that the SAFE Rule would also add increased 
pressure on California businesses to reduce GHG emissions and address climate change from other sources if 
vehicles become less fuel-efficient. 
 
As you know, California recently evaluated various options for increasing state transportation funding in recognition 
of an identified $130 billion state and local funding shortfall just to repair and maintain our existing transportation 
infrastructure, let alone our capital needs to expand the existing multi-modal transportation network to 
accommodate mobility demands and economic and population growth. The dismal condition of our highways, 
roads, bridges, transit systems, and other essential components such as sidewalks and bike lanes that support a 
range of mobility options in the state was stifling the economy, costing nearly 40 million Americans to sit in traffic 
to get to and from school, work, shopping, medical care, recreational activities, and put the traveling public’s safety 
at-risk. The condition of our transportation infrastructure hampers national security, public safety, and the 
movement of goods, particularly from California’s ports of entry which serve the rest of the country. The result of 
that policy making effort – Senate Bill 1: The Road Repair and Accountability Act of 2017 – invests over $5 billion in 
state revenues annually to rebuild and make safer California’s transportation network and deliver more reliable 
mobility options. California voters went to the polls in November 2018 and confirmed that they support 
transportation tax increases when those funds are protected and dedicated to transportation and invested in every 
single community in the state. After years of sustained debate and negotiation, the proposed SAFE Rule puts all of 
this at-risk and runs counter to the will of California voters.  
 
The Trump Administration and leaders of both parties in Congress have indicated that increased funding for 
infrastructure is a priority. Action to finalize the SAFE Rule as proposed in August 2018 would be entirely 
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inconsistent with statements of support for investing in the nation’s vital infrastructure. Therefore, the undersigned 
organizations and businesses are strongly opposed to the proposed rulemaking as currently drafted and implore 
the California Congressional Delegation to work together with the Trump Administration so that the impacts are 
fully understood and mitigated in the rulemaking. No further action should be taken until a solution that allows vital 
transportation infrastructure projects to move forward (a grace period of at minimum 24 months to allow states to 
update models prior to taking effect and/or support for the House Transportation Housing and Urban Development 
Appropriations bill) has been incorporated into any rulemaking.  
 
Respectfully,  
 

/s/ 
 

Jon P. Preciado  
Southern California District Council of Laborers  
 
Jose Mejia 
California State Council of Laborers 
 
Augie Beltran  
Northern California Carpenters Regional Council 
 
Wes May 
Southern California Contractors Association  
 
Emily Cohen 
United Contractors 
 
Chad Wright 
Laborers-Employers Cooperation and Education Trust  
 
Michael Quigley 
California Alliance for Jobs 
 
John Hakel  
Southern California Partnership for Jobs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tim Cremins 
International Union of Operating Engineers 
 
Gary Hambly 
California Construction and Industrial Materials 
Association 
 
Russell Snyder 
California Asphalt Pavement Association  
 
Brad Diede  
American Council of Engineering Companies  
 
Peter Teteishi  
Associated General Contractors 
 
Kiana Valentine 
Transportation California  
 
Richard Lambros  
Engineering Contractors’ Association 
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June 14, 2019 
 
The Honorable Elaine L. Chao 
United States Secretary of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Ave, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
The Honorable Andrew Wheeler 
Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 
 
RE: Significant concern regarding potential transportation impacts resulting from the Proposed 
NHTSA/U.S. EPA’s Safer Affordable Fuel Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule for Model Years 
2021-2026 
 
Dear Secretary Chao and Administrator Wheeler: 
 
CALCOG is an association of Councils of Governments (COGs), Congestion Management 
Agencies (CMAs) and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) and includes all 
eighteen Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) that are responsible for the development 
and implementation of the regional transportation plan and transportation conformity.  The 
California Air Resources Board previously provided comments on the environmental, public 
health, and equity concerns raised by the rule. This letter highlights potential transportation 
impacts identified since the close of the rulemaking comment period. 
 
The proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule, which would roll back national fuel-efficiency standards, 
hampers the ability of California’s transportation agencies to deliver approximately 2,000 
projects totaling more than $130 billion. These projects support a robust state economy and 
create important middle-class jobs.  In addition, the proposed rule would interfere with 
California’s ability to deliver improved goods movement infrastructure that serves the entire 
nation. Other important goals—such as congestion relief, transportation system reliability, public 
health, housing, environmental sustainability, and equity—also would be significantly 
compromised for as much as 93 percent of the state’s population.       
 
A list of potential projects affected by the Rule by Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) 
and rural non-attainment region is attached to this letter.  
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To prevent these impacts, we request U.S. DOT in coordination with U.S. EPA reconsider the 
proposed rule to account for impacts it would have on critical infrastructure project delivery.  In 
particular, we ask that appropriate measures be taken to ensure that, consistent with the federal 
transportation conformity rule, current planning and programming documents and those under 
development using EMFAC2014 (California’s air quality emissions model), remain valid 
irrespective of the final rule.  
 
How does the proposed rule impact non-attainment MPO and non-attainment rural areas’ 
ability to complete conformity determinations?  

Finalization of the proposed rule invalidates California’s air quality emissions model 
(EMFAC2014), which is used to make transportation conformity determinations.  As a result, 
non-attainment MPOs and rural areas would be required to wait for a new, federally-approved 
model before completing the required transportation conformity determination. This puts strict 
limitations on the completion of transportation projects throughout the state. We anticipate 
updating the air quality emissions model and associated air quality planning work may take three 
years to complete. In the meantime, it is important that existing programming and planning 
documents continue to be considered valid. 
 
We estimate a minimum three-year transition period would be needed in order to avoid any 
project delays. If the final rule does not include a sufficient transition period, projects subject to 
transportation conformity, like the State Route (SR) 49 Widening project in Nevada county, SR 
55 Congestion Relief Project from I-5 to SR 91 in Orange County, I-5/SR 91 Express Lanes 
Connector in Riverside County, San Bernardino’s West Valley Connector, and three projects in 
San Diego County, (1) Carlsbad Village Double Track in San Diego County, (2) Del Mar Bluffs 
Design and Installation of Bluff Stabilization Measures, and (3) Palomar Grade Separation (all 
currently in project delivery), will be unable to complete the NEPA process until a new 
emissions model is approved by U.S. EPA.  For these projects, project delivery delays may occur 
immediately. In addition, without a transition period, adoption of regional transportation plans in 
the following areas would be at risk: San Diego Association of Governments (2020), Sacramento 
Area Council of Governments (2020), Southern California Association of Governments (2020), 
Butte County Association of Governments (2020), and the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission (2021).  For these MPO regions, the absence of a three-year transition period may 
force them to enter the 12-month lapse grace-period, putting strict limitations on the delivery of 
transportation projects within these regions.   
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What types of action does the Rule affect?  

The proposed rule threatens the ability of 141 of the state’s 18 MPOs and eight2 rural non-
attainment counties’ to obtain federal approval for any of the following actions: (1) adoption of a 
new Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), (2) adoption of a new Federal State Transportation 
Improvement Program (FSTIP); (3) amendments to projects listed in the RTP or FSTIP not 
exempt from transportation conformity; and, (4) NEPA approval for projects not exempt from 
transportation conformity. California’s rural non-attainment areas may also face project delivery 
delays.  Under federal law, each federal approval for the actions listed above requires a new 
transportation conformity determination. 
 
A map of the impacted regions is included with this letter. 
 
To prevent delays in the delivery of California’s transportation system that will be felt nation-
wide, we request U.S. DOT coordinate with U.S. EPA and the California Air Resources Board to 
reconsider the proposed rule.  Should you have any questions please contact Tanisha Taylor.  
She can be reached by email at taylor@calcog.org. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
BILL HIGGINS 
Executive Director  
 
 
Attachments (2) 
 

1 Butte County Association of Governments; Fresno Council of Governments; Kern Council of Governments; Kings 
County Association of Governments; Madera County Transportation Commission; Merced County Association of 
Governments; Metropolitan Transportation Commission/Association of Bay Area Governments; Sacramento Area 
Council of Governments; San Diego Association of Governments; San Luis Obispo Council of Governments; 
Southern California Association of Governments; Stanislaus Council of Government; San Joaquin Council of 
Governments; Tulare County Association of Governments 
2 Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Mariposa, Mono, Tehama, Plumas, and Nevada 
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2020 RTP/SCS
Performance Measures

June 20, 2019
Los Angeles, California
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Today, we will …

Establish the purpose of performance measurement

Discuss general approach to developing performance measures

Present transportation-specific performance measures that relate to 

the 2020 SCAG RTP/SCS

Answer your questions
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The purpose of performance measurement

 All plans have goals they aim to achieve

 Performance measures should communicate the degree to which goals are achieved 

to decision makers and stakeholders:

– “What you cannot measure, you cannot manage and improve”

 Therefore, policy goals need to be represented by quantifiable performance 

measures

 Measures often do not “exactly” reflect goals – sometimes multiple measures may be 

needed

 To the extent possible, performance measures should not change much so that we 

can monitor trends over time

 For the plan, performance measures for the 2040 horizon year will compare the 2040 

performance to the 2016 (Base Year) performance based primarily on the 

transportation model.
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2020 RTP/SCS Goals

1. Encourage regional economic prosperity and global 

competitiveness.

2. Improve mobility, accessibility, reliability, and travel safety 

for people and goods.

3. Enhance the preservation, security, and resilience of the 

regional transportation system.

4. Increase person and goods throughput and travel choices 

within the transportation system.

5. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve air quality.

6. Support healthy and equitable communities.

7. Adapt to a changing climate and support an integrated 

regional development pattern and transportation network.

8. Leverage new transportation technologies and data-driven 

solutions that result in more efficient travel.

9. Encourage development of diverse housing types in areas 

well supported by multiple transportation options.

10. Promote conservation of natural and agricultural lands 

and restoration of critical habitats.27
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Transportation-Specific Goals

1. Encourage regional economic prosperity and global 

competitiveness.

2. Improve mobility, accessibility, reliability, and travel safety 

for people and goods.

3. Enhance the preservation, security, and resilience of the 

regional transportation system.

4. Increase person and goods throughput and travel choices 

within the transportation system.

5. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve air quality.

6. Support healthy and equitable communities.

7. Adapt to a changing climate and support an integrated 

regional development pattern and transportation network.

8. Leverage new transportation technologies and data-driven 

solutions that result in more efficient travel.

9. Encourage development of diverse housing types in areas 

well supported by multiple transportation options.

10. Promote conservation of natural and agricultural lands 

and restoration of critical habitats.28
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The 2016 RTP/SCS had one or more performance
measures for all transportation-specific goals

2016 RTP/SCS Performance Measure

(Plan and on-going system monitoring 

measures)

2. Improve 

mobility, 

accessibility, 

reliability, and 

travel safety for 

people and 

goods.

3. Enhance the 

preservation, 

security, and 

resilience of the 

regional 

transportation 

system.

4. Increase 

person and goods 

throughput and 

travel choices 

within the 

transportation 

system.

5. Reduce 

greenhouse gas 

emissions and 

improve air 

quality.

Criteria pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions u

Mode Share u

Transit trips per capita u

Person delay per capita u

Person hours of delay by facility type (mixed flow, 

HOV, arterials) u

Truck delay by facility type (highways, arterials) u

Travel time distribution for transit, SOV, and HOV 

modes for work and non-work trips u

Highway non-recurrent delay for mixed flow and 

HOV lanes u
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The 2016 RTP/SCS had one or more performance
measures for all transportation-specific goals

2016 RTP/SCS Performance Measure

(Plan and on-going system monitoring 

measures)

2. Improve 

mobility, 

accessibility, 

reliability, and 

travel safety for 

people and 

goods.

3. Enhance the 

preservation, 

security, and 

resilience of the 

regional 

transportation 

system.

4. Increase 

person and goods 

throughput and 

travel choices 

within the 

transportation 

system.

5. Reduce 

greenhouse gas 

emissions and 

improve air 

quality.

Mode share for work trips u

Travel time to work u

Lost lane miles for highways and percent seat miles 

utilized for transit u

Variability of travel time for automobiles u

Variability of travel time for trucks u

Collision rates by severity and by mode u

State Highway System pavement condition u

Local roads pavement condition u
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Examples from the 2016 RTP/SCS - Mobility
Comparing Base Year, Baseline, and Plan
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Examples from the 2016 RTP/SCS - Accessibility
Comparing Base Year, Baseline, and Plan
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Examples from the 2016 RTP/SCS - Preservation
Future conditions depend on expenditures
Senate Bill 1 will help significantly
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Preliminary Results for 2016 Base Year
Auto Daily Delays

 -

 100,000

 200,000

 300,000

 400,000

 500,000

 600,000

 700,000

 800,000

 900,000

Fwy/Exp

HOV

Arterial

Truck Lane

Other

County Fwy/Exp HOV Arterial Truck Lane Other

Imperial 26,053                             -                       4,472                     -                       2,897             

Los Angeles 762,524                           21,268                779,879                -                       69,210           

Orange 199,432                           7,164                   148,671                -                       4,119             

Riverside 57,620                             1,288                   32,331                   -                       17,029           

San Bernardino 54,266                             1,020                   55,440                   -                       9,410             

Ventura 25,140                             1                          21,328                   -                       3,768             
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Preliminary Results for 2016 Base Year
Auto PM Peak Delays … more than 50 percent 
of daily delay in most cases

 -

 50,000

 100,000

 150,000

 200,000

 250,000

 300,000

 350,000

 400,000

 450,000

Fwy/Exp

HOV

Arterial

Truck Lane

Other

County Fwy/Exp HOV Arterial Truck Lane Other

Imperial 8,129                                -                       1,060                     -                       598                 

Los Angeles 394,547                           15,362                366,547                -                       33,620           

Orange 110,101                           5,628                   72,956                   -                       1,793             

Riverside 37,149                             1,118                   15,669                   -                       7,699             

San Bernardino 32,836                             876                      29,976                   -                       5,247             

Ventura 15,510                             1                          11,563                   -                       1,988             
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Next Steps …

Compute other 2016 Base Year and all of 2040 Baseline performance 

using the SCAG transportation model

Define Plan components to include in model (already under way)

Compare draft Plan performance to both baseline and base year and 

identify plan benefits

Compute a benefit cost ratio of benefits (translated to dollars) by plan 

costs.
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Questions?
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The Aviation Element of the RTP/SCS
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•

Today’s Meeting
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SCAG Region’s Airport System

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Our Airports are Assets

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

MPOs and Aviation Systems Planning
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•

•

•

MPOs and Regional Aviation Systems Planning 
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•

•

•

•

Key Components of Aviation Element of SCAG RTP
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•

•

•

•

•

Regional Plan Data Sources
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•

•

•

•

Aviation Technical Advisory Committee (ATAC)
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•

•

Passenger Activity in the SCAG Region 
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•

•

•

SCAG and Other Regions

2017 Passenger Total (in millions) Annual Growth Rate (2012 to 2017)

SCAG 110.17 5.12%

New York/ New Jersey 132.69 3.94%

WMCOG 73.19 2.43%

Chicago 95.93 1.95%

Bay Area 81.38 5.33%

Atlanta 103.9 1.71% 
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•

•

•

Air Cargo Activity in the SCAG Region
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•

•

•

Key Elements of an Aviation Forecast
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•

•

•

•

•

SCAG’s Role in Aviation System Planning
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•

•

•

•

•

Next Steps
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Thank you!

Mahalo nui loa!

Gracias!
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